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The Spa suite is composed of a relax sitting and/or meeting room with cocktail cabinet, sleeping room, Spa area with
bio-sauna and Turkish bath. The whole dividing central element was realized in solid wood, lacquered in opaque-grey color,
with boiserie in the lower part and full screen plasma television in the upper part.

This is a room with an XL Spa inserted in the sleeping area,
with a cocktail cabinet and a boiserie in different heights
modular panels in opaque-grey lacquered veneered wood,
with central oval-shaped openings in padded velvet capitonné.

Single room designed with the same polished
and eclectic design, at the same time PROVIDING
all the typical services of an exclusive living room.

Living
Boiserie composed of a different heights modular panels in opaque-grey lacquered veneered wood, with central ovals in padded
velvet capitonné.
Walk-in closet 145x145x240 cm, having two sliding doors, with a luggage rack.
Cocktail cabinet 140x60x210 cm having two sliding doors in glossy-black wood with silver woodcarvings, with integrated refrigerator
and Illy coffee maker.
Wall mirror 295x10x215 cm in glossy-black carved solid wood and bevelled mirror.
Couch 215x95x95 cm with structure in solid wood, velvet padded sitting and backrest portions.
Pouf 10075x45 cm in velvet with capinonné finishing and carved glossy-black feet.
Armchairs 80x80x45 cm (sitting part), 80 cm (backrest) in solid wood with velvet padded sitting and backrest parts.
Small table ø 70x73 cm in lacquered white solid wood.
Chairs with armrests 60x54x45 cm (sitting part), 120 cm (seatback) with structure in lacquered white wood, sitting and backrest
parts padded in woven.
Bedroom
Boiserie composed of a different heights modular panels in opaque-grey lacquered veneered wood, with central ovals in padded
velvet capitonné.
Bed 200x215x55 cm headboard padded in woven capitonné.
Night stand 86x45x58 cm in white lacquered wood with bearing plan in black plate glass.
Writing desk 110x50x80 cm in wood, silver finishing with hand-made carvings in lacquered black.
Bean bag chair 50x50x45 cm with framework in wood in woven padded capitonné.
Small sofa 130x60x60 cm with framework in solid wood, sitting and backrest parts padded with woven sewn.
Consolle 160x30x80 cm with a reversed C design, 12 cm thick in transparent plexiglas with in season leafage inside.
Bathroom
Sauna 150x150x230 cm Starpool Bionsauna sweet 50 with the inner parts in Carrara marble.
Turkish bath 176x150x230 cm Starpool sweet 50 with inner parts in Carrara marble, emotional shower and chrometherapy.
Washbasin plan 140x60x85 cm in Carrara marble with lacquered base.
Shower 90x180 cm at the same level of the bathroom floor and walls covered in Carrara marble.
Bathroom fixture (water closet and bidet).

PRESTIGIOUS COLLABORATIONS

www.illy.com

Inside the room there is a corner devoted entirely to the service of Illy coffee, comprised of a coffee machine, accessories
for the service and a wide range of capsules.
An excellent coffee deserves to be best served in the best way possible...
The rite is perfect and the pleasures of taste, vision, scent and touch are integrated in a symphony.
In addition to coffee, guests may enjoy the renowned Domori chocolate, appetising Agrimontana jams (but also chestnut
and candied fruit ones), the prestigious Brunello di Montalcino Mastrojanni and the refined French Damman Freses tea.
A constellation of niche companies join the Illy family in the name of excellence and taste.

www.starpool.com

“The idea to design a
classical-eclectic ambience
raises from the choice
to give to the customer
an Italian style that is at one
and the same time essential,
refined and emotional.”

BRUNO POLLIERO
Bruno Polliero, Interior Designer and Architect, works in Italy and abroad for private and public customers.
He contributed to many hotels and luxury resorts renovations, plus restorations of historical buildings, palaces and
prestigious mansions that, in the past, accommodated eminent and illustrious personalities (such as Giovanni Borromeo,
Napoleon Bonaparte and Richard Wagner). His work has been vividly portrayed in the most prominent specialized
magazines. In 1982 he started a partnership with the famous French stylist Pierre Balmain, and this permitted him
to conceive a collection of home accessories and furniture that not only increased the Italian design’s numbers,
but linked fashion and interior design.
From 1996, when he was engaged by an important Croatian hotel chain, in cooperation with the Croatian State,
he follows the restoration of historical hotels belonging to the Austro-Hungarian times, with the aim to carry over
their ancient magnificence. To deeply satisfy his customers’ needs, the Interior Architect extended, in the last years,
its own range planning to fitness centers and spas.

Thanks to Sweet Spa and Sweet Sauna by Starpool, wellbeing finds its own space even when it is discreet.
In less than 3 square metres, shower, Turkish bath, emotional shower and wellness paths in self-treatment.
The use of light and colour, the choice of materials, the ergonometric form of the instruments and the harmony
of their proportions unite with the maximum functionality that are all to the advantage of whoever wants to experience
an elegant and exclusive pleasure in a more delicate atmosphere, without renouncing concrete benefits.

www.studiopolliero.it

www.microdevice.it

Microdevice “Hotel Supervisor” system is not limited on checking the room’s access, temperature management,
lighting scenes, shutters, etc... but assure the total comfort for the guests.
Starting from the customized design up to the achievement of all technological systems, our supervisor makes a constant
monitoring of the consumptions detecting any anomaly and reducing energy wastes of 30%.
A centralized system for the supervision and control, in real time, of all functions and services for accomodations.
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